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[57] ABSTRACT
In an elongated weak-link supercurrent transmission 
line, the propagation of mobile flux vortices can be ei
ther enhanced or impeded by control means compris
ing a normal metal segment which interrupts either su
perconductor in the direction of vortex propagation 
and a control current source connected to the line at 
a point in operative relation to the normal metal seg
ment. The control means either enhances or impedes 
the propagation of a vortex depending on the direc
tion of the control current relative to that of the 
supercurrent associated with the vortex. The control 
means may also include a portion of the line in which 
its width is varied in order to change the velocity of 
the vortices. Also described is a switching device in 
which the transmission line is bifurcated and control 
means is located in each path to selectively block or 
transmit vortices, as well as a memory device in which 
the transmission line is formed in a closed loop and 
the normal metal segment serves to prevent the cre
ation of anti-vortices in the loop.

17 Claims, 11 Drawing Figures
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SUPERCURRENT DEVICE FOR CONTROLLING 
MOBILE FLUX VORTICES

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
This invention relates to elongated weak-link super

current devices and, more particularly, to controlling 
the propagation of mobile flux vortices in such devices.

In U.S. Pat. No. 3,676,718 granted to P. W. Ander
son, R. C. Dynes and T. A. Fulton on July 11, 1972, 
there are described a variety of weak-link supercurrent 
logic devices which are capable of sustaining one or 
more trapped magnetic field (flux) vortices. In an ex
tended Josephson junction (SIS) device, that is, one 
which is long in the ^-direction compared to the Jo
sephson penetration depth kj, the patent teaches that a 
vortex is induced by a spatial variation of the supercur
rent J(x,y) in which a positive supercurrent flows 
through the I-layer and into the contiguous supercon
ductor to a depth of about kL, the London penetration 
depth, then along the superconductor a distance of 
about 2\j,  thence through the I-layer again as a nega
tive supercurrent into the opposite superconductor to a 
depth of about kL and finally back to the point of begin
ning. Such a vortex supports a net magnetic flux of 
precisely <l>0 =  2.07 X 10~15 WZ>, the well-known flux 
quantum. As defined in the patent, the term vortex 
means an entity which includes both the circulating 
supercurrent J(x:,y) and the flux quantum 4>0 induced 
thereby.

Once created, the patent states, a vortex prefers to 
position and distribute itself in a region so that a local 
minimum of the sum of the magnetic energy plus the 
Josephson coupling energy is established. Where a 
plurality of such preferred locations are present in a 
single weak-link structure, it is possible to move the 
vortex from one such location to another by applying a 
force thereto as, for example, by applying a local cur
rent or magnetic field to a region near to the vortex.

In contrast, if the structure in which the vortex is 
created has no local minima of energy over an ex
tended length in the direction of propagation (^-direc
tion), then once set in motion the vortex will propagate 
at a velocity, and to a distance, determined by damping 
processes (e.g., single particle tunneling). This kind of 
structure could function as a transmission line on which 
information is carried in the form of a plurality of se
quential vortices. At some point along the line it might 
be desirable to exercise various forms of control over 
the vortices. For example, to overcome damping pro
cesses in the line, it would be desirable to accelerate 
vortices which have slowed down. To perform logic 
functions, on the other hand, it might be necessary to 
switch selected vortices from one transmission path to 
another. Yet another application arises where the 
transmission line forms the vortex storage medium of a 
circulating memory. In the latter case, control is exer
cised both at the input, where vortices are introduced, 
and at some point in the transmission line to maintain 
constant the velocity and/or spacing of the vortices.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
In accordance with an illustrative embodiment of our 

invention, in an enlongated weak-link supercurrent 
transmission line, the propagation of mobile flux vorti
ces can be either enhanced or impeded by control 
means comprising a normal metal (N) segment which 
interrupts either, or both, superconductors in the direc

tion of propagation. Thus, in an SIS structure the por
tion of the line which includes the N segment can be 
either SIN or NIN. In the latter case the normal metal 
used to interrupt one superconductor need not be the 
same as that which interrupts the other superconduc
tor.

The N segment can be designed, relative to the vor
tex velocity, so that when a vortex propagating along 
the transmission line reaches the N segment it is not 
transmitted further, i.e., it is blocked. However, a suit
able control current applied to the line at a point in 
operative relation to the N segment, and in the same 
direction as the proximate portion of an approaching 
vortex, causes the vortex to propagate through the 
segment. Conversely, the N segment can be designed so 
that a vortex will normally be transmitted through the 
segment. In the latter case, a suitable control current 
applied to the line at a point in operation relation to the 
N segment, and in the opposite direction from the prox
imate portion of an approaching vortex, causes the 
vortex to slow down and to be trapped at the N segment 
where it dissipates itself, i.e., it is effectively blocked.

Thus, the N segment and the control current source 
cooperate to function as a switch which either fully 
transmits (with or without change in velocity) or fully 
blocks propagating vortices. The desired function de
fines at what point in line the control current is to be 
applied so that it is in operative relation to the N seg
ment. For example, in one case the N segment is de
signed to fully block the vortices, and the direction of 
the control current, applied at a point downstream of 
the N segment, is such that vortices would be acceler
ated. Then, in order for the control current to be able 
to accelerate a vortex through the N segment, it should 
be applied near to the N segment so that the vortex 
“sees” the control current. In this regard “near to” 
means within a distance which is less than about 2X, to 
3\j,  the approximate length of the vortex. In other 
cases where the control current is designed to acceler
ate vortices from a point upstream of a blocking N 
segment, or in the case where the N segment at least 
partially transmits vortices, the control current can be 
applied at a point remote from the N segment, i.e., at a 
distance much greater than 2kj to 3kj therefrom.

An illustrative application of the foregoing principles 
is a switching device in which a main transmission line 
is bifurcated and control means (a normal metal seg
ment in conjunction with a control current source) is 
located in each path. Vortices propagating along the 
main transmission line can be switched to either path 
by operation of an appropriate one of the control 
means. Of course, propagation in neither path (fully 
blocked mode) or both paths (fully transmitted mode) 
is also possible.

It should be noted that the control current, which 
interacts with the supercurrent of the vortex, can be 
replaced by a magnetic field control which interacts 
with the magnetic field of the vortex to either attract or 
repel the vortex. Moreover, the control means may also 
include a portion of the line in which the width is either 
greater or less than the remainder of the line in order to 
change the velocity of a vortex propagating there
through.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING
The various embodiments of our invention, together 

with their features and advantages, can be readily un
derstood from the following more detailed description
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taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawing in 
which:

FIG. 1 is a pictorial view of a supercurrent transmis
sion line including a normal metal segment;

FIG. 2 is a schematic side view of an illustrative em
bodiment of our invention for controlling the propaga
tion of vortices in a weak-link transmission line;

FIG. 3 is a schematic side view of another embodi
ment of our invention for controlling the propagation 
of vortices in a weak-link transmission line;

FIG. 4 is a schematic top view of still another em
bodiment of our invention, a device for switching vorti
ces from a main transmission line onto one or more 
separate transmission paths;

FIGS. 5A and SB are schematic top views of other 
embodiments of our invention in which the width of the 
main line is varied in order to change the velocity of a 
vortex;

FIG. 6 is a schematic pictorial view of a vortex mem
ory system in accordance with another embodiment of 
our invention;

FIG. 7A is a schematic top view of another embodi
ment of our invention for generating the control cur
rent in a weak-line transmission line;

FIG. 7B is a schematic top view of yet another em
bodiment of our invention for generating the control 
current of FIG. 7A by means of an external magnetic 
field;

FIG. 8 is a schematic pictorial view of an overlay 
structure for producing the normal metal segment of 
the control means in accordance with another embodi
ment of our invention; and

FIG. 9 is a schematic view of another structure for 
producing the normal metal segment of the control 
means in accordance with still another embodiment of 
our invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
Before discussing detail the various embodiments of 

our invention, it will be helpful to consider first the 
motion of a flux vortex as it propagates along a super
current transmission line including a normal metal (N) 
segment as shown in FIG. 1.

The transmission line is an extended weak-link struc
ture, typically of the SIS type, in which the length of the 
line in the direction of vortex propagation (^-direction) 
is much greater than the Josephson penetration depth 
Xj. The vortex, generated by a current source not 
shown is characterized by a circulating super
current J(x,y) and a magnetic field B(*,y) supported 
thereby. The supercurrent supports precisely one 
flux quantum 3>0. The length of the vortex is about 
2kj, that is, probably about fifty percent of the 
supercurrent is confined to a length of about 2Xj 
whereas about seventy percent or more is confined 
within 3Xj. The width of the vortex in the z-direction is 
about (2XL+d), where XL is the London penetration 
depth and d is the thickness of the weak-link (i.e., the 
insulator I in an SIS structure) which separates super
conductors SI and S2.

The vortex propagates with a velocity v toward a 
normal metal segment N which interrupts the upper 
superconductor SI. The segment N has length, width 
and thickness 1, w and / respectively, If the resistivity of 
the segment is p, then its resistance is

3
For simplicity of calculation, let us asume that the 

length of the normal metal segment is much smaller 
than that of the vortex, i.e., 1 «  2Xj. Skin depth varia
tions in R are neglected. The static case can then be 
analyzed as follows. Suppose the vortex is sitting, not 
moving, astride the N segment. The current loop J(x,y) 
of the vortex and its associated flux <I>0 will decay away 
because of ohmic losses in the N segment. This decay 
time r  is calculated as follows.

The maximum current I,„ flowing in the vortex cur
rent loop is given by

l
>m= ~  't’o / (Xj L) (2)

where L, the inductance per unit length of the junction, 
is

E = ii„ (2A,. + d)/w (3 )

and p„ is the permeability of free space.
The power P dissipated by Joule heating is

P = RI«* (4 )

where R, the resistance of the N segment, is given by 
equation (1), and is equivalent to the rate of energy 
loss E of the vortex, i.e.,

/> = -"*'/</( (5)

On the other hand the vortex potential energy E0 is 
given by

2 <i>„2
E° ~  (rr)2 Lkj  <6 >

Therefore, the initial fractional rate at which the vor
tex energy is consumed is, combining equations (2),
(4), (5) and (6),

dE/dt P RI„,2
E„ E0 £„ (7)

<t>„2/(A p .)2
= - R  — --- (g)

- J - f - 2  <t>.2/(AjL)

R
~  2AjL <9 >

From the equation (9) it can be seen that the charac
teristic decay time t is 2LXj/R which is analogous to an 
L/R — type decay time of inductance — resistance elec
tronic circuits. Substituting the inductance — resistance 
equations (3) and (1), we get the expression for the 
decay time as

2 L \ j  f  2^ o(2  k,.+d) 1  XjT=_ _ = -  j  —  (10)

Illustratively 2XL+d =  10-7m (0.1 pm), t =  3X10~7m
(0.3 p,m), p =  10_8fl-m ( 10~6fl-cm) so that

r  =  6X 10"12Aj0/l sec. ( I I )

Typically Xj is about 10 pm and if 1 =  2 pm, then the 
decay time is about 30 picoseconds.

Next, let us assume that, instead of a stationary vor
tex setting astride the N segment, the vortex is moving
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in the ^-direction with a velocity v as it reaches the N 
segment. We desire to estimate whether the vortex will 
be stopped by the N segment, and be dissipated in a 
characteristic decay time given by equation (10), or 
whether it has sufficient energy to propagate through 
the N segment with just a reduction in velocity.

The total energy ET of a moving vortex is given by

ET= E, (  1 -  — J  (12)

where E„ is the potential energy given by equation (6) 
and c is the velocity of light in the junction. For exam
ple, v might be equal to 0.5c in which case ET= 1.15 £„.

If we now assume that the rate of energy loss calcu
lated above applies all the time that the work the vortex 
is crossing the N segment, then the total energy loss 
E/„, is given by

E , ^ = R l „ 2lc= ( E 0h ) t e (13)

where tc is the time it takes the vortex to cross the N 
segment.

For the case we are analyzing, that is 1 « X j ,  tc is 
approximately

<c “  U/v (14)

5

Substituting equation (10) for r and equation (14) for 
tc into equation (13), we get

E'°“ E° \  vt )  2^(2 \,+ d)v  (15)

In order for the vortex to cross the N segment with
out being totally dissipated, i.e., with only velocity 
reduction, we want the energy loss to be less than the 
kinetic energy E*. of the vortex; that is

Eiou< E k ( 16)

The kinetic energy is just
E t - E f - E ^  ( 17)

Substituting equation (12) for ET we get

Thus, the condition for vortex propagation through the 
N segment is obtained by substituting equations (15) 
and (18) into inequality (16):

put ry v2 N -  % n
2Mo(2k,.+d)v < E ° [_V c2 ) _l J (19)

or, in terms of the parameters of the N segment alone,

T -  < E° L ( ‘ “ 7F“) % -  1 j  (2A,.-W)v . (20)

Note that this expression is independent of the width w 
of the N segment.

For purposes of illustration, assume the same param
eters used to calculate the decay time of equation (11), 
r  =  6x 10~12\ j / 1 sec., and in addition that v =  0.5c, c =  
2 X 107m/sec so that Ef= 1.15 E„ and Ek = 0.15 E„.

Then for Xj =  10 /xm, the energy loss from equation 
(15) is

_  //v
îo*» ~ 6 x 10“12 ’ (21)

Thus, if the length of the N segment is 1 =  10 /xm, then 
1/v =  lx  10“12 sec and the energy dissipated is about 
equal to the kinetic energy. On the other hand, for 1 =  
1 /xm the vortex would propagate through the N seg
ment with only about ten percent loss in kinetic energy, 
whereas for 1 == 20 /xm the vortex would be stopped 
and subsequently be totally dissipated.

The principles discussed above apply equally as well 
to vortex motion in the case where |s* Xj. However, 
the calculations are more difficult and the resulting 
expressions which describe the energy conditions are 
more complex. Therefore, in the interests of simplicity 
only the case / < <  Xj has been analyzed in detail 
herein.

Next let us consider the case where an external force 
is applied to a vortex and the effect of that force on the 
conditions which describe whether or not the vortex 
will be dissipated by the N segment. Assuming that the 
vortex propagates past the point of application of the 
external force, the kinetic energy of the vortex changes 
by an amount AE/;. Then inequality (16) describing the 
condition for a vortex to propagate through an N seg
ment becomes

Ei,„ <  E k+  A E k ( 2 2 )

if the force increases the vortex velocity and
E,0„ < E k- E E k ( 2 3 )

if the force decreases the vortex velocity. If on the 
other hand, the vortex fails to propagate past the point 
of application of the force, and is consequently re
pelled, there is no change in its kinetic energy but only 
a change in its direction (analogous to a ball which is 
rolled up a frictionless hill but fails to get to the top).

The manner in which the foregoing principles are 
implemented in accordance with various embodiments 
of our invention will now be discussed.

Turning to FIG. 2, there is shown, in accordance with 
an illustrated embodiment of our invention, a weak- 
link supercurrent transmission line 10 capable of sup
porting a propagating flux vortex 12. The transmission 
line 10 comprises a pair of superconductive layers 14 
and 16 separated by a layer 18 (the “weak-link” ) 
which is thin enough to permit two-particle tunneling 
therethrough. Layer 18 is typically an insulator, thus 
forming an SIS structure of the type described by J. M. 
Rowell in U.S. Pat. No. 3,281,609 (e.g., Pb-PbO-Pb). 
By means not shown, but well known in the art, the 
transmission line 10 is maintained at a cryogenic tem
perature below the critical (transition) temperature of 
superconductive layers 14 and 16.

Vortices are generated at one end of the transmission 
line 10 by means of an input current source 20 in the 
manner described in the aforementioned U.S. Pat. 
3,676,718. That is, the input current I( from source 20 
is maintained below the critical supercurrent I,, of the 
weak-link structure so that during operation the struc
ture is at all times in a supercurrent state. However, the 
input source 20 may be pulsed in order to produce a 
train of input current pulses I, each of which in turn 
generates a separate vortex. Each vortex 12, which 
propagates in the ^direction with a velocity v and to a
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distance determined by damping processes, is charac
terized by a circulating supercurrent J(x,y) and a mag
netic field B(x,y) induced thereby (see FIG. 1). The 
magnetic field has associated with it a well-known flux 
quantum $ 0.

In accordance with one embodiment of our inven
tion, the propagation of a vortex 12 along transmission 
line 10 can be either enhanced or impeded by control 
means 22 positioned between input source 20 and utili
zation means 27. The latter is located illustratively at 
an intermediate point of the transmission line 10 or at 
its remote end depending on system design or func
tional considerations. Illustratively, utilization means 
27 comprises a supercurrent magnetometer of the 
quantum interference type described in U.S. Pat. No. 
3,676,718 (FIG. 10A), also known by the acronym 
SQUID, Superconducting QUantum Interference De
vice.

Control means 22 comprises a normal metal (N) 
segment 22.1 which interrupts superconductor 14 and 
a control current source 22.2 which is connected 
across superconductor 14 and 16 at a point in operative 
relation to N segment 22.1. The term normal metal is 
intended to include not only metals which are not su
perconductors at any temperature but also those which 
are superconductors but have a transition temperature 
below the operating temperature of the transmission 
line. Depending on the desired function, N segment
22.1 may alternatively interrupt superconductor 16 but 
would function in the same manner as the device of 
FIG. 2, or interrupt both superconductors (FIG. 3), 
which merely doubles the resistance of the N segment. 
Also, the control current source may be connected on 
the side of the normal metal segment proximate the 
input end of the transmission line (FIG. 2) or proxi
mate the output end (FIG. 7A). Moreover, the sign of 
the control current may be either the same as that in 
the proximate portion of an approaching vortex (in 
FIG. 2 compare the direction of the current in portion
12.1 of vortex 12 with that of control current Ial), or 
opposite thereto (in FIG. 3 compare the direction of 
the current in portion 12.1' of vortex 12' with that of 
control current Ia2).

The distinction between these two cases is important 
because the direction of control current Ial of control 
means 22 of FIG. 2 causes the vortex 12 to be attracted 
toward the region where Ial is applied, i.e., in the +  
x-direction. This attraction increases the velocity of the 
vortex and makes its net change in kinetic energy 
(equal to <J>0-Ial) positive. Therefore, inequality (22) 
describes the condition for propagation of vortex 12 
through N segment 22.1 of FIG. 2. Functionally, there
fore, control current Ial acts as an amplifier.

Note that in FIG. 2 control current Ial is applied to 
line 10 at a point 23 which appears to be very near to 
N segment 22.1 only for compactness of illustration. In 
practice point 23 may be remote from N segment 22.1,
i.e., much more than 2X, away, and still be in operative 
relation therewith as long as it is not so far distant that 
damping in the line will slow down the vortex to the 
point where it would be blocked by the N segment. On 
the other hand, assuming N segment 22.1 is designed to 
normally block the vortex, and control current Iai is 
applied in the same direction but at point 24 down
stream of N segment 22.1, then in order for the vortex 
12 sitting astride the N segment to “see” the attractive 
force of the control current, the latter should be ap

7
plied near to the N segment, i.e., at a distance 'hich is 
less than about 2kj to 3 kj.

In contrast, in FIG. 3 control current Ia2 of control 
means 22' causes vortex 12' to be repelled away from 
the region where Ia2 is applied, i.e., in the — ̂ -direction. 
Assuming the vortex 12' passes through the point 25 
where I„2 is applied, this repulsion decreases the veloc
ity of the vortex and makes its net change in kinetic 
energy (equal to <!>0-Ih2) negative. Therefore inequality 
(23) describes the condition for propagation of vortex 
12' through N segment 22.3 of FIG. 3. Functionally, 
therefore, control current Ia2 acts as an attenuator.

Alternatively, control current Ia2 may be applied in 
the same direction but at point 26 downstream of N 
segment 22.3. In this case, <h0Ia2 would be made greater 
than the kinetic energy of the vortex (i.e., its value as 
reduced after transversing N segment 22.3) so that the 
vortex 12' will be reflected without change in velocity. 
However, N segment 22.3 would be designed so that 
the velocity reduction caused by the first transversal of 
the N segment 22.3 in the +  ̂ -direction would be suffi
cient to prevent the vortex from transversing the N 
segment in the — x-direction.

In either arrangement of FIG. 3, in order for the 
control current to be in operative relation with the N 
segment, the two need not be positioned “near to” one 
another, but as described above with reference to one 
of the embodiments of FIG. 2, may be more than about 
2kj to 3kj  apart.

From a logic standpoint, the embodiment of FIG. 2 
may operate as a normally open switch, for example. 
That is, using the energy principles previously de
scribed, N segment 22.1 is designed so that, in the 
absence of control current Ini applied at point 23 and 
for a given vortex velocity, vortex 12 is stopped, i.e., it 
cannot propagate through N segment 22.1 to reach 
utilization means 27. In order to close the switch, cur
rent source 22.2 of control means 22 is turned on when 
vortex 12 reaches the region of point 23 in the trans
mission line. Alternatively, taking into account the 
duration of the control current (e.g., current pulse), 
one may also turn on source 22.2 before vortex 12 
reaches point 23. A vortex is within the “region” of a 
point when it is approximately 2kj to 3 kj away or 
nearer. Current Ial imparts sufficient additional kinetic 
energy (velocity) to vortex 12 to enable it to transverse 
N segment 22.1 without being severely dissipated. The 
amount of dissipation that can be tolerated is a design 
consideration dependent on the magnitude of damping 
processes in the line 10 and the presence (or absence) 
of amplifiers elsewhere along the line.

Alternatively, the embodiment of FIG. 3 may operate 
as a normally closed switch. Once again, using the 
foregoing energy principles, N segment 22.3 is de
signed so that, in the absence of control current Ia2 
applied at point 25 and for a given vortex velocity, 
vortex 12' can traverse N segment 22.3 without severe 
dissipation and can, with perhaps assistance from am
plifiers along line 10, reach utilization means (not 
shown). In order to open the switch, current source 
22.4 of control means 22' is turned on when vortex 12' 
reaches the region of point 25 in the transmission line. 
Current ia2 tends to repel vortex 12', but does not block 
it, thereby reducing its kinetic energy and causing it to 
be dissipated by N segment 22.3.

The logic devices of FIG. 2 or FIG. 3 may be com
bined in numerous ways to perform a variety of logic 
functions. In particular, a vortex steering device 30,
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also a form of switch, is shown in FIG. 4. Device 30 
comprises a main transmission line 32 which is bifur
cated at region 34 (in fan-out fashion) into a pair of 
separate transmission paths 36 and 38. A vortex V 
propagating in the direction of the arrow 39, upon 
reaching region 34, splits into a pair of vortices VI and 
V2 propagating respectively along paths 36 and 38. 
Control means 40 determines whether the vortices VI 
and V2 reach utilization means 48 and 50 connected at 
the output ends of paths 36 and 38 respectively. Con
trol means 40 comprises a pair of N segments 42 and 44 
located respectively in paths 36 and 38 in combination 
with a current source 46 which supplies at suitable 
predetermined times a control current pulse Io3 to path 
36 at a point 41 in operative relation to N segment 42 
and a control current pulse I„4 to path 38 at a point 43 
in operative relation to N segment 44. The meaning of 
the phrase “ in operative relation” is the same as that 
defined with reference to FIGS. 2 and 3.

In operation, let us assume that control means 40 
functions in a manner analogous to the normally closed 
switch of FIG. 3. That is, in the absence of control 
current pulses Ia3 and Ia4 vortex V has sufficient kinetic 
energy so that it splits at region 34 into vortices VI and 
V2 which propagate along paths 36 and 38 traversing N 
segments 42 and 44 to utilization means 48 and 50, 
respectively. However, using in source 46 suitable elec
tronic timing circuits well known in the art, a pulse Ia3 
may be applied as vortex VI approaches point 41, 
thereby causing vortex VI to be blocked by N segment 
42. Thus, only utilization means 50 detects a vortex 
(i.e., V2). Conversely, current pulse Ia4 may be applied 
to block vortex V2, or both Ia3 and Ia4 may be applied 
to block both VI and V2.

Two aspects of the vortex steering embodiment of 
FIG. 4 deserve further explanation. First, depending on 
its kinetic energy, a vortex may be totally reflected at 
region 34, if it is traveling too slowly, or may split into 
two vortices, one in each path. Second, if splitting oc
curs, the total energy of vortex V redistributes itself 
between the kinetic and potential energy of vortices VI 
and V2. Assuming for simplicity that main line 32 and 
paths 36 and 38 are identical to one another, then the 
creation of two vortices from a single vortex at region 
34 requires additional potential energy. Since energy 
must be conserved, this additional energy comes from a 
transfer of kinetic energy to potential energy. There
fore, the vortices VI and V2 travel slower than vortex 
V. Although the vortices can be amplified as previously 
described, their changed velocity should be taken into 
account in the design of control means 40 (i.e, the 
design of N segments 42 and 44 and source 46).

On the other hand, the paths 36 and 38 can be con
structed so that vortices VI and V2 have the same 
velocity as vortex V. For example, the width w of paths 
36 and 38 can be reduced so that less potential energy 
is required to sustain vortices VI and V2; i.e., so that 
potential energy of vortex V is equal to the sum of the 
potential energies of vortices VI plus V2. In this man
ner, no transfer of kinetic energy to potential is re
quired and hence there is no change in velocity.

Similarly variations in width of the transmission line 
can be readily incorporated into the control means of 
the various embodiments in order to effect changes in 
kinetic energy of vortices in a passive manner in addi
tion to the changes effected in an active manner by the 
application of control currents to the line. For example, 
in FIG. 5A there is shown a top view of an illustrative
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embodiment of our invention in which an N segment 
130 is located in a thinner portion 132 of a transmission 
line and downstream from thicker portion 134. As a 
result, in traveling from portion 134 to 132 vortex V 
gains kinetic energy. Depending on the design function, 
such additional energy can be made sufficient to permit 
the vortex to traverse N segment 130 with or without 
the application of a control current previously de
scribed. Alternatively, in FIG. 5B an N segment 140 
might be located in a thicker portion 142 of a transmis
sion line and downstream from thinner portion 144. As 
a result, in traveling from portion 144 to 142 vortex V 
loses kinetic energy, assuming it has sufficient kinetic 
energy to enter portion 142. Once again this decrease 
in energy can be made sufficient to prevent the vortex 
from transversing N segment 140 with or without the 
application of a control current.

In addition to logic functions, our invention can be 
utilized to perform memory functions as well. One such 
embodiment is depicted in FIG. 6, a dynamic memory 
system comprising an SIS supercurrent transmission 
line 60 formed in the shape of a closed loop which 
includes an N segment 62 shown illustratively as inter
rupting only the topmost superconductive layer 64. 
Adjacent N segment 62 are a pair of contact append
ages 68 and 70 extending respectively from the upper 
and lower superconductive layers 64 and 66 of line 60. 
An input current source 71 is connected across ap
pendages 68 and 70. Source 71 produces a train of 
current pulses I,- which may be pulse code modulated 
with information to be stored by means well known in 
the art. These current pulses are converted to spaced 
vortices, such as 72 and 74, which propagate clockwise 
around the closed loop transmission line 60. On the top 
surface of layer 64 there are uniformly spaced dots and 
open circles which schematically represent memory 
locations; that is, the presence and absence of a vortex 
respectively. Thus, dot 76 indicates the presence of 
vortex 72 whereas open circles 78 and 80 indicate the 
absence of vortices. In binary notation, therefore, a dot 
corresponds to logical one and an open circle to logical 
zero. With this coding the memory system may store a 
word or frame defined by a sequence of dots and open 
circles. The number of bits that can be stored is approx
imately L /2\j where L is the average loop circumfer
ence.

The memory system of FIG. 6 is dynamic in the sense 
that the memory locations (i.e., the vortices) are not 
stationary, rather they propagate around the loop at a 
characteristic vortex velocity v previously described 
(e.g., v =  0.5c). Inasmuch as vortices are magnetic in 
nature, their mutual repulsion (or attraction) may 
cause drifting in the sense that different vortices may 
move at different velocities. This effect would have the 
tendency of changing the memory locations relative to 
one another, especially after numerous (e.g., 10s) tran- 
sists around the loop. In order, however, to maintain 
the integrity of the information in the memory system, 
these relative locations (i.e., the distances between 
adjacent vortices) should be substantially constant or 
at least correctable at predetermined times to be made 
constant over some time interval (e.g., over the loop 
transit time).

The problem of vortices drifting in the loop can be 
handled in several ways. In one embodiment, the dy
namic nature of loop is maintained and the vortex ve
locity is periodically adjusted by a synchronous control 
source. In another embodiment, the loop is made to be
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quasi-static in nature by incorporating into the trans
mission line periodically spaced “preferred locations” 
(see, U.S. Pat. No. 3,676,718) which act as stationary 
memory locations. As discussed at column 4, lines 
14-41 of that patent, preferred locations can be cre
ated in a number of ways including periodically varying 
the thickness of the weak-link layer in an SIS structure, 
using point sources of magnetic field or locally applied 
currents at periodic locations of the structure, or peri
odically varying the self-inductance per unit length of 
the structure. Self-inductance can be varied as shown 
in FIG. 9 of the patent or, alternatively, by varying the 
thickness of at least one of the superconductors so that 
in each memory location it is less about 2 \L. The peri
odic position of such preferred locations would corre
spond to the dots and circles of FIG. 6 which is this case 
would be stationary.

Returning to the embodiment in which vortex veloc
ity is synchronously adjusted, consider again FIG. 6 and 
the synchronous control source 82 which is connected 
across another pair of appendages 84 and 86 which 
extend respectively from superconductive layers 64 
and 66. The precise location of the appendages in the 
loop is not critical. Control source 82 generates current 
pulses Is at a frequency which is an integral multiple of 
the inverse loop transit time i.e.,

f ,=  nv/L (24)

where n is equal to the number of preferred locations in 
the loop, v is the vortex velocity and L is the length 
(average circumference) of the loop. Using the well- 
known principles of phase stability, the control current 
Is is preferrably bipolar, for example a square waveform 
as shown in FIG. 6 or alternatively a sinusoidal wave
form. In either case current I„ is applied so that the zero 
crossing of the bipolar waveform coincides in time with 
the desired location of the vortex. That is, the zero 
crossing occurs at a time when the desired vortex loca
tion is at the point of application of I,. This embodi
ment has the advantage of fabrication simplicity as 
compared with the one incorporating fixed memory 
locations and for that reason may be preferred.

One important aspect of both of these memory sys
tems is the function of N segment 62 in suppressing the 
creation of anti-vortices. An anti-vortex has the same 
characteristics as a vortex but opposite in sign. Thus, its 
associated supercurrent and magnetic field are oppo
site in direction to those of a vortex. As a consequence, 
when a vortex and anti-vortex attempt to occupy the 
same region of a weak-link structure they annihilate 
one another.

In a closed loop of the type shown in FIG.-6, but with 
N segment 62 replaced by superconductive material, 
input source 71 would simultaneously create a vortex 
propagating around the loop in one direction (e.g., 
clockwise) and an anti-vortex propagating in the oppo
site direction. At some point in loop the two would 
meet and annihilate one another. To avoid annihilation 
N segment 62 interrupts upper superconductive layer 
64. As before, segment 62 could also interrupt lower 
layer 66 or both layers. The function of the N segment 
62 is to prevent the formation of anti-vortices, or equiv
alently to dissipate those which do form. Thus, input 
source 71 generates a vortex (such as 72) which propa
gates clockwise, but the corresponding anti-vortex will 
be dissipated by N segment 62 provided the rate of 
change of I( is long relative to the anti-vortex dissipa
tion time which is the same as r  given by equation (10).
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On the other hand, the N segment 62 should be de
signed, using the previously given energy conditions, to 
allow the vortices propagating clockwise to traverse the 
N segment 62 without being totally dissipated. In this 
regard, synchronous source 82 may also serve as an 
amplifier to restore to vortices kinetic energy lost in 
traversing the N segment.

In either embodiment, dynamic or quasi-static, 
means must be provided to detect the vortices in the 
loop, i.e., in order to extract the information in the 
loop. One such detector, shown in exaggerated size in 
FIG. 6, is a SQUID comprising a pair of appendages 88 
and 90 extending from lower superconductor 66. Over
laying the appendages is another superconductive strip 
92. In the region of overlap between strip 92 and ap
pendages 88 and 90 there are formed weak-links, e.g., 
thin insulative layers 87 and 89. A voltmeter 94 is con
nected between strip 92 and one of the appendages 
(e.g., 90). In operation, when a vortex 96 passes 
through the portion of line 60 between appendages 88 
and 90, part of its magnetic flux is coupled (through 
mutual inductance) to the SQUID thereby altering its 
critical supercurrent in well-known fashion and causing 
a voltage output on meter 94. Thus, the presence of a 
vortex in a particular memory location is detected. Of 
course, the absence of a vortex would give no voltage 
indication on meter 94. Which location is in fact being 
read out can be determined by use of timing pulses and 
electronic circuitry well known in the art.

The amount of energy extracted from a vortex by the 
detector should in general be kept relatively small so 
that the vortex is not severely reduced, i.e., so much so 
that it might be dissipated by N segment 62 or produce 
an inadequate signal-to-noise ratio. This problem can 
be alleviated by suitable design of the detector, espe
cially the mutual inductance between line 60 and the 
SQUID, or by incorporation of an amplifier in the loop. 
Once again synchronous source 82 can perform the 
amplifying function.

It is to be understood that the above-described ar
rangements are merely illustrative of the many possible 
specific embodiments which can be devised to repre
sent application of the principles of our invention. Nu
merous and varied other arrangements can be devised 
in accordance with these principles by those skilled in 
the art without departing from the spirit and' scope of 
the invention.

In particular, control currents may be applied di
rectly across a transmission line from a current source, 
as shown in FIGS. 2 and 3, or may be applied in the 
plane of one of superconductive layers as shown in 
FIGS. 7A and 7B. In FIG. 7A the upper superconduc
tive layer 100 of a supercurrent transmission line is 
interrupted by N segment 102 adjacent which are a pair 
of superconductive appendages 104 and 106. A current 
source 108 is connected across the appendages to pro
duce a control current Ia5. Alternatively the append
ages may be joined to form a U-shaped loop 110 as 
shown in FIG. 7B. An external magnetic field 
(from a source not shown) penetrates the loop interior 
and induces in the loop 110 a control current Ia6 which 
functions in the same manner as Ia3 of FIG. 7A.

In both FIGS. 7A and 7B it should be noted that the 
control currents do not flow only in the plane of the top 
superconductor. Rather they flow through the weak- 
link layer and in the plane of the lower superconductor 
as well. In fact, it is the component of the control cur
rent which flows normal to layered structure (e.g., in
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FIG. 7 A into the plane of the paper at point 105 and 
out at point 103) which interacts with the correspond
ing component of the vortex supercurrent and either 
attracts or repels the vortex. Consequently, the em
bodiments, of FIGS. 7A and 7B differ from those of 
FIGS. 2 and 3 because the former have two transverse 
current components, one of which attracts and the 
other of which repels a vortex (e.g., attract at point 103 
of FIG. 7A but repel at point 105), whereas the latter 
supply at any given point and time only unidirectional 
control current which may either attract or repel a 
vortex but not both.

In FIG. 7B, the source of Bext may conveniently be 
a vortex in an adjacent transmission line (not shown) 
in which case the magnitude of Bext would depend 
on the mutual inductance between the two lines. If 
the mutual inductance is large enough to induce ade
quate control currents, the loop 110 may be omitted. 
In the latter case, Bext would induce the control cur
rent directly in the transmission line.

Although, the N segment may be fabricated in a 
planar fashion as shown in FIGS. 1-3 using suitable 
masking techniques well known in the art, it may also 
be formed by taking advantage of the proximity and/or 
intermetallic effects. Thus, in FIG. 8 there is shown 
transmission line comprising planar superconductive 
layers 112 and 114 between which is sandwiched a thin 
weak-link layer 116. Overlaying the upper supercon
ductive layer is a normal metal layer 118 in the form of 
a stripe. In the region 120 which underlies layer 118, 
the transition temperature of superconductive layer 
112 is lower than the operating temperature of the 
device or system in which the transmission line is incor
porated. The lowering of the superconducting transi
tion temperature in region 120 may result either from 
the formation of an intermetallic compound between 
the metals of layer 112 and layer 118 or from the prox
imity effect, or both. Illustratively layers 112 and 114 
comprise tin layers about 0.5 /im thick, weak-link layer 
116 is a tin oxide layer about 20 Angstroms thick, and 
layer 118 is a gold layer about 0.5 /xm thick.

Moreover, the N segment may be fabricated as 
shown in FIG. 9 where layers 120, 122 and 124 are 
superconductive, layer 126 is the weak-link and layer 
128 is a normal metal. In this case, layers 122,128 and 
124 are formed on layer 126 in the order recited, re
sulting in a non-planar structure having small overlaps 
as shown. This structure may be useful if relatively 
small N segments with long decay times t  are desired.

Finally, each of the embodiments of our invention 
may be fabricated on, but insulated from, a supercon
ducting ground plane, a technique well known in the 
art.

What is claimed is:
1. Superconductive apparatus comprising
a supercurrent transmission line which includes a 

pair of superconductive layers and a weak-link 
layer separating said superconductive layers and 
contigous therewith,

said line being adapted to support the propagation of 
mobile flux vortices therein and having a length, as 
measured in the direction of said propagation, 
which is much greater than the Josephson penetra
tion depth Xj,

characterized in that said apparatus includes means 
for changing the velocity of said vortices compris
ing
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a normal metal segment which interrupts at least one 

of said superconductive layers in the direction of 
said propagation, and

control means for applying a control current in a 
region of said line in operative relation to said 
segment.

2. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein
said segment is adapted so that in the absence of said 

control current a vortex will be dissipated upon 
reaching said segment, and 

said control means applies a control current pulse 
which increases the velocity of said vortex suffi
ciently to allow said vortex to propagate through 
said segment without being substantially dissipated.

3. The apparatus of claim 2 wherein said control 
means applies said control current to said line at a point 
between said segment and a vortex approaching said 
segment and in the same direction as the proximate 
portion of the circulating supercurrent of said vortex.

4. The apparatus of claim 2 wherein said control 
means applies said control current to said line at a point 
on, the side of said segment remote from a vortex ap
proaching said segment and in the same direction as the 
proximate portion of the circulating supercurrent of 
said vortex, the separation between said segment and 
said point being less about 2\ j  to 3A,.

5. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein
said segment is adapted so that in the absence of said 

control current a vortex will not be substantially 
dissipated upon reaching said segment, and 

said control means applies a control current pulse 
which decreases the velocity of said vortex suffi
ciently that said vortex cannot propagate through 
said segment.

6. The apparatus of claim 5 wherein said control 
means applies said control current to said line at a point 
between said segment and a vortex approaching said 
segment and in the opposite direction to the proximate 
portion of the circulating supercurrent of said vortex.

7. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein
said segment is adapted so that in the absence of said 

control current a vortex will not be totally dissi
pated upon traversing said segment initially, but 
will undergo a reduction in velocity, and 

said control means applies a control current pulse to 
said line at a point on the side of said segment 
remote from a vortex approaching said segment 
and in the opposite direction to the proximate por
tion of the circulating supercurrent of said vortex, 
thereby to reflect said vortex back toward said 
segment where it is dissipated.

8. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said control 
means is adapted to apply said control current across 
said line and transverse to the plane of said layers.

9. The apparatus of claim 8 wherein said control 
means includes

a superconductive loop electrically coupled to at 
least one of said superconductive layers to form a 
closed current path which includes said region in 
operative relation to said segment, and 

means for producing a magnetic field the flux lines of 
which are linked to said loop so that said control 
current is induced in said path.

10. The apparatus of claim 1 further including a 
normal metal strip which overlays said at least one 
superconductive layer and forms thereunder said nor
mal metal segment by virtue of intermetallic diffusion
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and/or the proximity effect between said strip and said 
layer.

11. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein
said transmission line is bifurcated into two separate 

supercurrent transmission paths,
said control means includes a normal metal segment 

in each of said paths and means for selectively 
applying control currents in regions of said paths in 
operative relation to said segments so that a vortex 
propagating in said line can be made to propagate 
in selected ones of said paths.

12. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said control 
means further includes a portion of said line in which 
the width thereof is different from the remainder of 
said line so that a vortex traversing said portion experi
ences a transfer between its potential and kinetic ener
gies.

13. The apparatus of claim 12 wherein said normal 
metal segment is located in said portion.

14. Superconductive apparatus comprising
a supercurrent transmission line which includes a 

pair of superconductive layers and a weak-link 
layer separating said superconductive layers and 
contiguous therewith,

said line being adapted to support the propagation of 
mobile flux vortices therein and having a length, as 
measured in the direction of said propagation, 
which is much greater than the Josephson penetra
tion depth A j,
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characterized in that:

said line is formed in the shape of a closed loop,
means are provided for generating vortices in said 

line at spaced intervals,
a normal metal segment interrupts at least one of 

said superconductive layers and is adapted to 
prevent the propagation of anti-vortices in said 
line,

means are provided for maintaining constant the 
relative positions of said vortices with respect to 
one another, and

means are provided for detecting the presence of 
said vortices in said loop.

15. The apparatus of claim 14 wherein said maintain
ing means comprises means for establishing fixed pre
ferred locations at which said vortices can reside and 
means for causing said vortices to shift from one loca
tion to another.

16. The apparatus of claim 14 wherein said maintain
ing means comprises means for applying to said line 
current pulses for adjusting the velocities of said vorti
ces, said pulse being applied synchronously with said 
vortices and at a frequency which is an integral multi
ple of the inverse of the loop transit time.

17. The apparatus of claim 16 wherein said maintain
ing means comprises means for applying bipolar cur
rent pulses so that the zero crossing of said pulses coin
cides in time with the desired locations of said vortices.

* * * * *
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